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1 DEBUSSY  Arabesque No.1         4:56
2 CHABRIER  Scherzo-valse  5:21 
 from Dix Pièces Pittoresques    
3  ALBENIZ  Cordoba     6:34
4 GERSHWIN  The man I love     2:31
5 GERSHWIN  I got rhythm         1:46
6 DE SEVERAC  Stances à Madame de Pompadour 7:52
 PHILIP MARTIN  Two jazz pieces (2006)  
7  Blues     2:18 
8 Boogie Woogie     1:31
9 FAURÉ  Nocturne No. 6 in D flat Opus 63     9:15
bl GRIEG  Papillon from Lyric Pieces Op. 43, No. 1     2:08
bm GRIEG  To Spring from Lyric Pieces Op. 43, No. 6     3:29
bn PHILIP MARTIN  Night piece for Julia (2005)     5:00

bo PHILIP MARTIN  New York Nights (2005)     1:55
bp SATIE  Gnossienne No. 3     2:54
bq TANSMAN  Ostinato Ritmico from Suite Variée 1:13
br JOPLIN  Solace (Mexican Serenade)       5:57
bs  IGNACIO CERVANTES  Cuban Dance No. 6 1:11 
 from Six Cuban Dances (1898)
bt  RACHMANINOFF  Oriental Sketch 2:15
bu  GODOWSKY  Nocturnal Tangier  3:07 
 (Triakontameron No. 1)    
 PHILIP MARTIN  The Zodiac (2016) – 3 pieces  
cl Pisces     1:08 
cm Gemini     1:24 
cn Scorpio     0:54
co  SCHUMANN  Abschied from Waldszenen     4:05
                                      Total duration:  78:55 
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This unique CD of favourite – and occasionally unfamiliar – piano 
music played by Philip Martin fulfils several functions: it is, first and 

foremost, a collection of ‘personal choice’ encore pieces, some of which 
are amongst the world’s favourite piano music, with others coming into 
the unjustly neglected genre, all of which have a special affection in 
Philip’s comprehensive repertoire. Secondly, we encounter the art of this 
much-admired Irish musician as a composer, whose own music possesses 
an individuality and immediacy of appeal that confirms his qualities as 
a musical communicator to his audience. And finally (although it is not 
‘final’!), this exceptionally well-filled CD is released as Philip Martin 
prepares coincidentally to celebrate his 70th birthday and 50 years in the 
music profession with a wide-ranging selection that indicates the range and  
artistry of this truly international musician.

Philip was born in Dublin but soon made his mark internationally, 
establishing and cementing a reputation notable for his championship 

of several further unjustly neglected works, amongst them the Samuel 
Barber Piano Concerto – of which Philip gave both the French and Irish 
premieres – and Britten’s Diversions on a Theme for piano left hand and 
orchestra. Philip’s appearances in France have reinforced his knowledge, 
understanding and love for French piano music; it was with Britten’s 
masterpiece that Philip made his much-praised Proms debut in 1985 at 
the Royal Albert Hall with the National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain, 
being invited back two years later to play Rachmaninoff ’s Rhapsody on a 
Theme of Paganini. 

Philip studied composition with the noted émigré pianist and composer 
Franz Reizenstein, a pupil of Paul Hindemith, who escaped the horrors 
of fascist Germany to seek refuge in England prior to World War II. In 
turn, Philip’s desire to pass on his extensive knowledge and positive 
influence to the younger generation has also made him a much-admired 
mentor throughout the musical world, a scholar who wears his profound 
knowledge lightly by being the possessor of the most significant gift any 
musician can possess: the ability to communicate through performances, 
lectures, and his own original music.  

Philip’s frequent appearances in the USA and across the Americas have 
reinforced his life-long admiration and championship of American music 

– not just from the 20th-century, as his comprehensive recordings of Louis 
Gottschalk’s works demonstrate – and that continent’s influence in turn 
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upon European music and performance style, equally revealed through 
Philip’s much-admired CDs of music by the British composer and pianist 
Billy Mayerl for the SOMM label.  

And so we turn to Philip’s personal selection of music on this record, 
which opens with two pieces by French composers: Debussy’s first 
Arabesque, one of two gossamer-like pieces from the late 1880s, which 
– although very early in the composer’s output – nonetheless show  
his developing style was well on the way towards being fully-formed  
by that time. Emmanuel Chabrier, little more than twenty years  
Debussy’s senior, composed his Scherzo-valse, the last of his ten 
picturesque pieces – Dix Pièces Pittoresques – almost a decade before 
Debussy’s Arabesques, yet which appears to look forward to the early years 
of the approaching century.

For the prolific Spanish composer Isaac Albéniz, from whose solo piano 
suite Chants d’espagne Philip Martin’s next choice comes, the French 
influence by 1898 (the year of composition) had become very significant –  
even to the language of the title! – the inherent Iberian stylisation of this 
affectionate portrait of the Andalusian city may offer an acknowledgement 
towards French Impressionism of the time. 

By 1932, only eight years after the premiere of the Rhapsody in Blue, George 
Gershwin’s international fame and acceptance in the classical field as 

well as in popular music (from where he had begun) were complete: 
it was in that year that he published The George Gershwin Songbook – his 
own solo piano arrangements of 18 of his best-loved songs; from this 
unique collection, Philip Martin plays the haunting The man I love and 
the dazzling I got rhythm. 

The name and music of the French composer Déodat de Séverac (1873-
1921) may be little-known today, but to pianists his haunting short pieces 
continue to exert their charm: Stances a Madame de Pompadour (1907) is an 
affectionate portrait of the famous 17th-century courtesan – not wholly 
unlike Ravel’s later Tombeau de Couperin in character. 

Two original pieces in jazz style by Philip Martin himself come next: 
Blues and Boogie-Woogie, composed in 2006. As he explains: ‘These two 
short pieces come as a direct influence of my passion for American 
music which has always been a very special part of my musical life. The 
Blues is fairly obvious and the Boogie-Woogie brings back memories of 
Winifred Atwell who, although not an influence, certainly left her mark 
on this very distinct style.’

Winifred Atwell, Trinidadian-born, was a classically trained pianist (a 
favourite pupil of Harold Craxton) who enjoyed great popularity in the 
1950s with boogie-woogie hits, selling over twenty million records. She 
later made a number of albums of light classical favourites, including 
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Fauré’s sixth Nocturne in D flat, with which Philip Martin follows his own 
jazz-style pieces – a work dating from 1894 and widely considered to be 
arguably the finest of the series, music whose breadth and nobility place 
it on a unique level of excellence.    

The piano music of the Norwegian composer Edvard Grieg (1843-1907) 
is dominated by his Concerto in A minor, but his extensive series of Lyric 
Pieces brought his unique musical character into the home; here, Philip 
Martin plays two of these miniature poems, which became enormously 
popular during the composer’s lifetime and which still exert their 
fascination today: Papillon (Butterfly) and To Spring. 

Philip Martin’s own Night piece for Julia and New York Nights, both composed 
in 2005, follow: he explains – ‘This Nocturne exists in two forms, one as 
a solo piece, the other as the last movement of my Third Piano Concerto 
written around the same time. The immediate inspiration for it came on 
a flight to the Netherlands on a concert tour. The opening has an “aerial 
quality” but develops into quite a passionate section, only to subside back 
into the dreamy quality of the opening. It is dedicated to my wife, Julia, as 
is the Concerto.

New York Nights is a snappy scherzo depicting the excitement and colour of 
the “Big Apple”. One minute we are in the Latin quarter, the next minute we 
are transported to 42nd Street – and all in two minutes!’

The mercurial French composer Erik Satie had as much influence with his 
life-style as he had with his music, and although his output as a composer 
was modest, it retains an individual, haunting quality that has never faded, 
as we hear in Gnossienne No 3 from the 1890s – the title was coined by Satie, 
and its meaning is somewhat obscure; in addition, the music is written in 
‘free time’, without bar-lines.

The names of the majority of composers represented in Philip Martin’s 
collection will be known to most music-lovers, but there are several who 
will be unfamiliar, yet whose music will come as a pleasant surprise. One of 
them is the Polish pianist and composer Alexandre Tansman (1897-1986) 
who lived for most of his life in France, eventually becoming a French 
citizen. Naturally, perhaps, his music retains elements from his Polish 
heritage, rather more so than that of his adopted country, as we may hear 
in the fascinating Ostinato Ritmico from his Suite Variée of 1954.  

Scott Joplin’s name is well-known today, certainly after the use of his music 
in the film The Sting (1973), dominated by his rags, by which he is most 
well-known. However, he wrote in many styles, including the habanera, 
which is really the manner of his 1909 solo piano hit, Solace, although Joplin 
described it as a ‘Mexican serenade’.  

The strict meaning of ‘habanera’ is that of a dance from Havana, capital of 
Cuba, but the roots of Spanish music run deep in that of Ignacio Cervantes 
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(1847-1905) from whose set of six Cuban Dances (1898) Philip Martin 
plays the final number. 

It is more than arguable that Rachmaninoff was the greatest pianist of 
the 20th-century – certainly, no composer wrote more knowingly for the 
piano than he did. Apart from his large-scale works for the instrument, he 
composed a number of short genre pieces to which he assigned no opus 
number. One such piece is his Oriental Sketch, written in 1917 – but the title 
was not Rachmaninoff ’s own: it was given to the piece by his publisher. The 
music is not particularly ‘oriental’ in character, but of course the title has 
stuck.

If Rachmaninoff was the greatest pianist of his day, then Leopold 
Godowsky would have run him a close second in an era of virtuoso pianist-
composers. Godowsky’s set of piano studies, the Triakontameron: ‘30 Moods 
and Scenes in Triple Measure’ remains a fascinating collection of genre 
pieces and technical studies, the first of which Nocturnal Tangier we hear as 
a companion piece to Rachmaninoff ’s Oriental Sketch. 

For Philip Martin’s recent set of pieces, The Zodiac (2016), we have his own 
note: ‘I remember the great fun I had in my lessons with my teacher Franz 
Reizenstein, none more than the day he produced a collection of Zodiac 
pieces. He took great joy in asking his pupils which sign of the Zodiac they 
were. Then he would have us sight read “ourselves”. When I played my sign 

(Scorpio), I immediately cried out, “Oh Mr. Reizenstein, it’s Hindemith’s 
Nobilissima Visione” whereupon he said “How do you know that?” He was 
impressed that I knew his teacher’s great work. My own version is very 
different, rhythmic and full of off-beats. Gemini is a picture of my wife, Julia 
and Pisces is dedicated to my twins, Sam and Gwen.’ 

In bidding farewell to his recital, Philip Martin plays the farewell Abschied, 
from Schumann’s Waldszenen (Forest Scenes), composed in 1849 – a fitting 
end to a fascinating collection.

Robert Matthew-Walker © 2017 

Acclaimed Dublin-born pianist and composer Philip Martin has a 
unique sought-after reputation which has made him a distinguished 
International artist.

He has played with most of the major London orchestras and has given 
hundreds of broadcasts for RTE and the BBC and abroad, for RIA (Italian 
radio), SFB (Berlin) and for the EBU (European Broadcasting Union), 
amongst many others.

PHILIP MARTIN

•
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He made his Paris debut 
playing the Samuel Barber 
piano concerto which he 
also premiered in Dublin, 
Ireland. This confirmed 
his passion and interest in 
American music and resulted 
in a UK-US Bi-Centennial 
Arts Fellowship to the United 
States. Following this, he 
made his New York debut 
as part of the Britain Salutes 
New York Festival.

Besides Festivals in England, 
he has performed as 
pianist and composer in 
the Tanglewood and Aspen 
summer schools in the USA 

and has held several residencies there in various Universities, such as 
Syracuse (NY), Bucknell (PA) and De Paul (Chicago) as well as McGill 
university in Montreal, Canada.
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At home, he made his BBC Prom debut in the Royal Albert Hall playing 
Benjamin Britten’s Diversions for piano (left hand) and orchestra with 
the National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain and returned to play 
Rachmaninoff ’s Rhapsody on a theme of Paganini two years later.

He has recorded several highly-praised CDs for Hyperion Records including 
a much-lauded boxed set of the complete piano music of the colourful 
19th-century pianist-composer Louis Moreau Gottschalk. Currently he is 
recording the solo piano works of Billy Mayerl for Somm Recordings.

Philip is a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Music, London. He is a member 
of Aosdana, the state sponsored academy of Irish creative artists, and last 
year he was awarded a Professorship by Birmingham City University in 
recognition of his creative work.
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